
Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

Mum has a pet. It can hop.

____________________________________
____________________________________

Tick one word that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make a 
new word.

pack

mad

hiss

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

a duck with a hat

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

____________________________________

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick           tim          tess

Practise writing these tricky 
word spellings.

one ________________________________

do _________________________________

when _____________________________
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Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

Mum has a pet and it can hop.

Tick one word that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make a 
new word.

pack

mad

hiss

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

A duck with a hat.

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

put

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick           tim          tess

Practise writing these tricky 
word spellings.

one one one one one one one

do do do do do do do do do

when when when when when

Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.
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Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

The Queen has a fish. It can swim.

____________________________________
____________________________________

Tick two words that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make 
new words.

pack

mad

hiss

dress

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

there was a duck wearing a hat

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

____________________________________

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick           tim           tess

       supper      elsa

Practise writing these tricky 
word spellings.

is _________________________________

his ________________________________

has _______________________________

here ______________________________
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Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

The Queen has a fish and it can 
swim.

Tick two words that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make 
new words.

pack

mad

hiss

dress

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

There was a duck wearing a hat.

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

here

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick           tim           tess

       supper      elsa

Practise writing these tricky 
word spellings.

is is is is is is is is is is is is

his his his his his his his his

has has has has has has has

here here here here here here 

Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.
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Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

James has an elephant. It can 
whisper.

____________________________________
____________________________________

Tick two words that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make 
new words.

pack

mad

hiss

dress

heroes

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

my friend saw nine ducks                
wearing hats

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

____________________________________

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick       tim       tess       supper 

            elsa      donkey     mrs

Practise writing these common 
exception word and phase 5 
spellings.

a __________________________________

go _________________________________

of _________________________________

time ______________________________ 

about _____________________________
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Write these two sentences again, 
but as one sentence, joining them 
with ‘and’.

James has an elephant and it can 
whisper.

Tick two words that can have ‘un’ 
added at the beginning to make 
new words.

pack

mad

hiss

dress

heroes

Add the capital letter and full 
stop in the correct places in this 
sentence.

My friend saw nine ducks                
wearing hats.

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been juggling 
with? 

love

Circle the words you think 
should have a capital letter. 

sick       tim       tess       supper 

            elsa      donkey     mrs

Practise writing these common 
exception word and phase 5 
spellings.

a a a a a a a a a a a a a

go go go go go go go go

of of of of of of of of of

time time time time time

about about about about 

Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.
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